In social interaction models, the identification of the network effect is based on either group size variation, structure of the network or the relative position in the network measured by the Bonacich centrality measure. These identification strategies imply the use of many instruments or instruments that are highly correlated. The use of highly correlated instruments may lead to the weak identification of the parameters while, in finite samples, the inclusion of an excessive number of moments increases the bias. This paper proposes regularized versions of the 2SLS and GMM as a solution to these problems. The regularization is based on three different methods: 
Introduction
This paper considers the estimation of social interaction models with network structures and the presence of endogenous, contextual, correlated and group fixed effects. The model considered has the specification of a spatial autoregressive (SAR) model. In network models, an agent's behavior may be influenced by peers' choices (the endogenous effect), by peers' exogenous characteristics (the contextual effect), and/or by the common environment of the network (the correlated effect)( see Manski (1993) for a description of these models).
As discuss in Manski (1993) work on reflection problem in network model, identification and estimation of the endogenous interaction effect are of major interest in social interaction models.
Following Manski (1993) , Lee (2007) shows that both the endogenous and exogenous interaction effects can be identified if there is sufficient variation in group sizes. However, with large group sizes, identification can be weak in the sense that the estimator converge in distribution at low rates. Bramoulle et al. (2009) use the structure of the network to identify the network effect.
Their identification strategy relies on the use of spatial lags of friends' (or the friends of the friends) characteristics as instruments. But, if the network is highly transitive ( a friend of my friend is likely to be my friend) the identification is also weak. More recently, Liu and Lee (2010) have considered the estimation of a social network model where the endogenous effect is given by the aggregate choice of an agent's friends. They showed that different positions of the agents in a network captured by the Bonacich (1987) centrality measure can be used as additional instrumental variables (IV) to improve estimation efficiency. The number of such instruments depends on the number of groups and could be very large. Liu and Lee (2010) proposed 2SLS and GMM estimators.
The proposed estimators have an asymptotic bias due to the presence of many instruments. As shown by Bekker (1994) , the use of many instruments may be desirable to improve asymptotic efficiency. However, finite sample properties of instrumental variable estimators can be sensitive to the number of instruments.
In a linear model framework without network effect, Carrasco (2012) has proposed an estimation procedure that allows the use of many instruments, this number may be smaller or larger than the sample size, or even infinite. Moreover, Carrasco and Tchuente (2016) show that these methods can be used to improve identification in weak instrumental variable estimation.
The present paper proposes regularized two-stage least squares (2SLS) and generalized method of moments (GMM) estimators for network models with SAR representation. High dimensional reduction techniques are used to mitigate the finite sample bias of the 2SLS and GMM estimators coming from the use of many instruments or highly correlated instruments. The regularized 2SLS and GMM estimators are based on three ways to compute a regularized inverse of the (possibly infinite dimensional) covariance matrix of the instruments. The regularization methods are taken from the literature on inverse problem, see Kress (1999) and Carrasco, Florens, and Renault (2007) .
The first estimator is based on Tikhonov (ridge) regularization. The second estimator is based the iterative Landweber Fridman method. The third estimator is based on the principal components associated with the largest eigenvalues.
The regularized 2SLS and GMM estimators are consistent and asymptotically normal and unbias. The regularized 2SLS achieved the semiparametric efficiency bound. However, the consistency and asymptotic normality require more regularization compared to Carrasco (2012) . The regularized GMM estimators for SAR models are also consistent, asymptotically normal and without asymptotic bias. Moreover, the same level of regularization as for the 2SLS is needed to achieve consistency. A Monte Carlo experiment shows that the regularized estimators performed well. In general, the quality of the regularized estimators improve with the density of the network.
The large existing literature on network models has focused its attention on two main issues, the identification and estimation of the network effect. In his seminal work, Manski (1993) showed that the linear-in-means specification suffers from the reflection problem so that endogenous and contextual effects cannot be separately identified. Lee (2007) and Bramoullé, Djebbari, and Fortin (2009) in a local-average network model propose identification strategies based on the difference in group size and group structure. Liu and Lee (2010) show that Bonacich (1987) centrality measure can be used as additional instruments to improve identification and estimation efficiency. Liu and Lee (2010) propose generalized method of moments (GMM) estimation approaches following Prucha (1998, 1999) who have proposed 2SLS and GMM approaches for the estimation of SAR models. The use of these moment methods usually implies the use of many moment conditions( see Donald and Newey (2001) , Hansen, Hausman, and Newey (2008) and Hasselt (2010) for some recent developments in this area). We assume, in this paper, that there are many instruments and used a framework that enables us to have more instruments than sample size or even an infinite number of instruments. We, therefore, complement works done in models where the number of instruments exceeds the sample size. For instance, Kuersteiner (2012) considers a kernel weighted GMM estimator, while Okui (2011) uses shrinkage. Bai and Ng (2010) and Kapetanios and Marcellino (2010) also assume that the endogenous regressors depend on a small number of factors which are exogenous, and use estimated factors as instruments, they assume that the number of variable from which the factors are estimated can be larger than the sample size. Belloni, Chen, Chernozhukov, and Hansen (2012) propose an instrumental variable estimator under first stage sparsity assumption. Hansen and Kozbur (2014) propose a ridge regularized jackknife instrumental variable estimator in the presence of heteroskedasticity which does not require sparsity and provide tests with good sizes.
Another important direction of research in the IV estimation literature is on weak instruments or weak identification (see, e.g., Chao and Swanson (2005) , Carrasco and Tchuente (2016) ). In this paper, we assume that the concentration parameter grows at the same rate as the sample size.
Hence, we restrict our attention to scenarios where instruments are stronger than assumed in the weak-instrument literature.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the network model. Sections 3 discusses identification and estimation in network models. It proposes the regularized 2SLS and GMM approaches for the estimation of the model. The selection of the regularization parameter is discussed in Section 4. Monte Carlo evidence on the small sample performance of the proposed estimators is given in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.
The Model
The following social interaction model is considered.
with u r = ρM r u r + ε r and r = 1...r wherer is the total number of groups, m r is the number of individual in the group r.
Y r = (y 1r , ..., y mrr ) is an m r -dimensional vector, it represents the outcomes of interest. y ir is the observation of the individual i in the group r. The total number of individuals in the sample is n =r r=1 m r .
W r and M r are m r × m r are sociomatrices of known constants. In principle, W r and M r may or may not be the same.
λ is a scalar, it captures the endogenous network effects, we assume that this effect is the same for all groups. Outcome of individuals influences those of their successors in the network graph.
X 1r and X 2r are respectively m r × k 1 and m r × k 2 . They represents individuals exogenous characteristics. β 1 is the parameter measuring the dependence of individuals' outcomes on their own characteristics. The outcomes of individuals may also depend on the characteristics of their predecessors via the exogenous contextual effect measured by β 2 . ι mr is an m r -dimensional vector of ones and γ r represents the unobserved group-specific effect. It is treated as a vector of unknown parameter that we are not going to estimate.
Aside from the group fixed effect, ρ captures unobservable correlated effects of individuals with their connections in the network. ε r is the m r -dimensional disturbance vector, ε ir are iid mean 0 and variance σ 2 for all i and r. We define X r = (X 1r , W r X 2r ).
For a sample withr groups, the data is stack up by defining V = (V 1 , ..., V r ) for V = Y, X, ε or u.
We also define
where D(A 1 , .., A K ) is a block diagonal matrix in which the diagonal blocks are m k × n k matrices
The full sample model is
where u = ρM u + ε.
We define R(ρ) = (I − ρM ), Cochrane-Orcutt type transformation of the model is obtained by multiplying equation (2) by R = R(ρ 0 ) where ρ 0 is the true value of the parameter ρ.
Which lead to the following equation
When the number of groups is large, we have the incidental parameter problem ( see Neyman and Scott (1948), Lancaster (2000) for the consequences of the incidental parameter problem).
To eliminate the unobserved group heterogeneity, we define
where A − denotes a generalized inverse of a square matrix A. In general, J r represents the projection of an m r -dimensional vector on the space spanned by ι mr and M r ι mr if they are linearly independent.
Otherwise, J r = I mr − 1 m r ι mr ι mr , which is the deviation from group mean projector.
The matrix J = D(J 1 , J 2 , ..., Jr), is then used to pre-multiplied the (3) to gives a model without the unobserved group effect parameters
This is the structural equation and we are interested in the estimation of λ, β 1 , β 2 and ρ.
We define S(λ) = I − λW . Under the assumption that the model (2) represents an equilibrium equation and S ≡ S(λ 0 ) is invertible at the true parameter value. The equilibrium vector Y is given by the reduced form equation.
It follows that W Y = W S −1 (Xβ + ιγ) + W S −1 R −1 ε and W Y is correlated with ε Hence, in general, (4) cannot be consistently estimated by OLS. Moreover, this model may not be considered as a self-contained system where the transformed variable JRY can be expressed as a function of the exogenous variables and disturbances, and, hence, a partial likelihood type approach may not be feasible base only on (4).
In this paper, we consider the estimation of (4) using regularized 2SLS and regularized GMM. 1 An extension would be to estimate the same model using LIML (the least variance ratio (LVR) ) of Carrasco and Tchuente (2015) . In models with independent observations, the LIML estimator can also be derived based on the least variance ratio principle (see, Davidson and MacKinnon (1993) We take
, X] where λ 0 , β 0 and γ 0 are true values of the parameters and
Under the Assumption 2 that Sup λW < 1, the f can be approximated by a linear combination of (W X, W 2 X, ...) , (W ι, W 2 ι, ...) and X. This is a typical case where the number of potential instruments is infinite.
.., X] be the infinite dimensional set of instruments. we can also consider the case where only a finite number of instruments 3 , let say m 1 < n, is used. For the finite number of instruments case, we define
As discussed in Liu and Lee (2010) , δ is identified if Q m 1 f has full column rank k + 1. This rank condition requires that f has a full rank k + 1. Note that this is under the assumption that Q m 1 is full rank column (meaning no perfect collinearity between instruments). 4 If W r does not have equal degrees in all its nodes and W r is not row-normalized, then the centrality score of each individual in his group helps to identify δ. This is possible even if β 0 = 0. However, if W r has constant row sums then f = JR(W S −1 Xβ 0 , X) and the identification can not hold for β 0 = 0.
Under Assumption 3 δ is identified.
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The identification in the general case with infinite number of instruments is possible if the infinite number of row matrix Q f is full rank column. The identification is based on moment condition
For any sample size, n, rank(Q) ≤ n. If we assume that rank(QQ ) = n, which is not always true, then the rank condition requires only that f has a full rank k + 1. 6 An the same identification conditions as in the finite dimensional case follow.
3 The finite set of instrument can be the case when the network effect is very small such the λ m → 0 as m → ∞ at a very fast rate. 4 Section 3.1 discusses the consequences of near perfect collinearity on identification of the network effect. 5 These identification results are from Liu and Lee (2010) our work generalized the result to infinite instruments. 6 Section 3.2 proposes regularization tools that that can insure identification of δ in a regularized version of the orthogonal condition.
Weak identification and many instruments in a network model
Since Manski (1993) , the identification problem in network model has been a major concern. Following his negative result on the ability to separately identify endogenous and exogenous interaction effects, in a linear-in-mean models, many studies have investigated structures in which identification is possible. The identification of the network effect is achieved through group size variation or by using the structure of the network. It is notable that, in all cases, we need to have additional information to overcome the reflection problem.
Lee (2007) Gibbons and Overman (2012) , the used of W X, W 2 X and W 3 X... as instruments can lead to near perfect collinearity which implies weak identification. Liu and Lee (2010) have, more recently, considered the estimation of a social network model.
As in Bramoulle et al. (2009) they use the structure of the network to identify the network effect.
In addition W X, W 2 X and W 3 X..., the Bonacich centrality across nodes in a network is used as an IV to identify network effects and improve estimation efficiency. The use of the Bonacich centrality measure usually leads to the use of many instruments. The 2SLS obtained with those instruments is biased because of the use of many instruments. Liu and Lee (2010) propose a bias corrected 2SLS to account for the many instruments bias.
In this paper, we use regularization techniques. These high dimensional reduction techniques enable the use of all instruments and deliver efficiency with better finite sample properties (see Carrasco (2012) and Carrasco and Tchuente (2015) ). In this case, the asymptotic efficiency can be obtained by using many ( or all potential) instruments. We use both the Bonacich centrality measure and W X, W 2 X and W 3 X..., as IVs and apply a high-dimensional technique to mitigate the problem of near perfect collinearity resulting from network structure or the bias of many instruments.
Regularization methods
The estimation of the parameters of interests can be achieved by using instrumental variables.
We can use a finite number of instruments or all potential instruments. In the many instruments literature, with an increasing number of instruments, estimation is asymptotically more efficient.
However, with a large number of instruments relative to sample size, we have the many instruments problem (see, e.g., Bekker (1994) ; Donald and Newey (2001); Han and Phillips (2006) ). It is possible to use a fixed number of instrumental variables to avoid this problem. The 2SLS estimator with a fixed number of instrumental variables will be consistent and asymptotically normal but may not be efficient. In order to be able to use all potential instruments (Q), we use regularization tools.
We take π to be a positive measure on N. 7 and we denote l 2 (π) as the Hilbert space of square summable sequence with respect to π in the real space. We define the covariance operator K of the instruments as
Where Q ji is the j th column and i th line of Q. Under the assumption that |Q ji Q ki | for all j, k and i is bounded, K is a compact operator (see Carrasco, Florens, and Renault (2007) for a definition).
We consider λ j and φ j j = 1, 2, ... to be respectively the eigenvalues (ordered in decreasing order) and the orthogonal eigenvector of K. The operator K can be estimated by K n defined as:
For a detailed discussion on the role and choice of π, see Carrasco (2012) , Carrasco and Florens (2014) when π is a measure on R. In the present case model, π can be for example
In the SAR model, the number of moment conditions can be infinite. Therefore, the inverse of K n needs to be regularized because it is nearly singular. By definition (see Kress (1999) , page 269), a regularized inverse of an operator K is
We consider three different types of regularization schemes: Tikhonov (T), Landwerber Fridman (LF) and Principal Components (PC). They are defined as follows:
This method consists in using the first eigenfunctions:
where 1 α is some positive integer. 8 The use of PC in the first stage is equivalent to projecting on the first principal components of the set of IVs.
• Tikhonov (T)
Also known as the ridge regularization
where α > 0 and I is the identity operator.
• Landweber Fridman (LF)
Let 0 < c < 1/ K 2 where K is the largest eigenvalue of K (which can be estimated by the largest eigenvalue of K n ).
where 1 α is some positive integer.
In the case of a finite number of moments, Moreover, when m 1 > n, Q m 1 Q m 1 is singular. To cover these cases, we consider a regularized version of the inverse of the matrix Q m 1 Q m 1 .
We take ψ j to be the eigenvectors of the n × n matrix Q m 1 Q m 1 /n associated with eigenvalues λ j . For any vector e, the regularized version of P m 1 , P α m 1 is:
The network models suggest the use of an infinite number of instruments. This can be done based on Carrasco and Florens (2000) works. Following their approach, we define the counterpart of P α for infinite number of instruments by
.. be the orthonormalized eigenvectors and eigenvalues of K n and ψ j the eigenfunctions of GG * .
Gφ j = λ j ψ j and G * ψ j = λ jφj . Note that in this case for e ∈ R n ,
And
All the regularization techniques presented in this section depend on a regularization parameter α, the choice of this parameter is very important for small sample behavior of the estimator. In Section 4 we discuss the selection of the regularization parameter. The following section presents the regularized 2SLS for network model.
Regularized 2SLS estimators
This section proposes the regularized 2SLS using three regularized methods (Tikhonov, Landweber (ii) there is a ω ≥ 1/2 such that
Under Assumption 2, the operator K is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator; we assume that it has nonzero eigenvalues. Assumption 4 (ii) ensures that the use of regularization enables us of to have a good asymptotic approximation of the best instrument f .
The estimation is based on moments corresponding to the orthogonality condition of Q and Jε given by
Our identification results are conditional on ρ 0 . We should then first have a preliminary estimator ρ of ρ. We takeR = I −ρM to be an estimate of R.
We denote (K
The regularized 2SLS estimator of δ is defined as:
Solving the minimization problem gives,
Equation (8) defines the regularized 2SLS. The regularized 2SLS for SAR is closely related to the regularized 2SLS of Carrasco (2012) and the 2SLS of Liu and Lee (2010) . It extends Carrasco (2012) by considering SAR models and is of the same form as Liu and Lee's (2010) 2SLS with the difference that the projection matrix P is replaced by its regularized counterpart P α .
Consistency and asymptotic distributions of the regularized 2SLS
The following proposition shows consistency and asymptotic normality of the regularized 2SLS estimators.
Proposition 1 Under Assumptions 1-4 ,ρ − ρ 0 = O p (1/ √ n) and α → 0. Then, the T, LF and SC estimators satisfy:
1. Consistency:δ R2sls → δ 0 in probability as n and α √ n go to infinity.
Asymptotic normality:
The convergence rate of the regularized 2SLS for SAR is different from those obtained without spatial correlation. For consistency in the SAR model, we need α √ n to go to infinity. The Carrasco (2012) regularized 2SLS estimator is consistent with convergence rate nα 1 2 . The asymptotic normality is obtained if α 2 √ n goes to infinity which is also different from Carrasco (2012)'s asymptotic normality condition for 2SLS. The regularization parameter α is allowed to go to zero less faster than for the Carrasco (2012) in for consistency. Compare to Carrasco (2012) , more regularization is needed in order to achieve appropriate asymptotic behavior. The reinforcement of these conditions is certainly due to t regularization taking into account the spatial representation of the data.
In Liu and Lee (2010) , the 2SLS estimator has a bias due to the increasing number of instrumental variables. Interestingly, the regularized 2SLS for SAR models is well centered, under the assumption that α √ n go to infinity.
The bias of the 2SLS in Liu and Lee (2010) is of the form
Using Lemma 1 and 2 in appendix, we show that the 2SLS bias is of order
which goes to zero as α √ n goes to infinity.
Selection of the Regularization Parameter
This section discusses the selection of the regularized parameter for network models. We first derive an approximation of the mean square error using Nagar-type expansion. The dominant term of the mean square error is estimated and the selected regularization parameter is the one achieving the minimum of this term.
Approximation of the Mean Square Error (MSE)
The following proposition provides an approximation of the MSE.
Proposition 2 If Assumptions 1 to 4 hold,ρ − ρ 0 = O p (1/ √ n) and nα → ∞ for LF, PC and T regularized 2SLS estimators, we have
The relevant, for the selection of α, dominant term S(α) will be minimized to achieve the smallest MSE. S(α) account for a trade-off between the bias and variance. When α goes to zero, the bias term increases while the variance term decreases. The approximation of the regularized 2SLS estimator is similar to Carrasco (2012) regularized 2SLS. However, the expression of the MSE is more complicated because of the spatial correlation.
Estimation of the MSE
The aim of this section is to find the regularized parameter that minimizes the conditional MSE of γ δ 2sls for some arbitrary k + 1 × 1 vectorγ. This conditional MSE is:
Sγ(α) involves the function f which is unknown. We need to replace Sγ by an estimate.
Stacking the observations, the reduced form equation can be rewritten as
This expression involves n × (k + 1) matrices. We can reduce the dimension by post-multiplying by H −1γ :
where
We takeδ to be a preliminary estimator of δ obtained, for instance, from a finite number of instruments. And denoteρ as a preliminary estimator of ρ obtained by the method of moments as
We obtain the residual
Let us denoteσ 2 ε =ε(ρ) ε(ρ)/n,vγ = (I − P α )R(ρ)ZH −1γ whereH is a consistent estimate of H,ṽγ = (I − Pα)R(ρ)ZH −1γ and,σ 2 vγ =ṽ γṽγ /n We consider the following goodness-of-fit criteria:
Generalized cross-validation (Craven and Wahba (1979) )
Leave-one-out cross-validation (Stone (1974) ) Using (9), Sγ(α) can be rewritten as
s results on C p or cross-validation procedures, note thatˆ (α) approximates
Therefore, S γ (α) is estimated by the following equation.
whereD is a consistent estimator of D.
Our selection procedure is very close to Carrasco (2012) , the optimality of the selection procedure can be established using the results of Li (1986) and Li (1987) .
The regularized 2SLS and the selection of the regularization parameters are based on a preliminary estimator of ρ. This means that if we are not able to estimate correctly ρ the estimation of δ could be biased in an unpredictable direction.
The following section introduces the regularized GMM to jointly estimate ρ and δ.
Regularized GMM estimator
The regularized 2SLS can be generalized to the GMM with additional quadratic moment equations.
The use of quadratic moments for the estimation of SAR models has been proposed in Kelejian and Prucha (1999) and Liu and Lee (2010) . Identification of δ and ρ follows the same strategy as in Liu and Lee (2010) . The use of quadratic moments helps in the identification of all the parameters of the model. But, the challenge with the use of GMM is that the derivation of the approximation of the MSE is very difficult. 10 However, we use the same regularization parameter obtained from the data-driven procedure for the regularized 2SLS.
The moments are g 1 (θ) = Q ε(θ) with θ = (ρ, δ) and
The additional quadratic moments are
, where U j are constant square matrices such that tr(JU j ) = 0.
The number of quadratic moments is fixed (q). An example of U j matrix is for any n×n constant matrix U , define M as M = U − tr(JU )I/tr(J), then tr(JM ) = 0. For notational simplicity, we take U j to replace JU j J.
The vector of combined linear and quadratic empirical moments for the GMM estimation is given by g(θ) = [g 1 (θ) , g 2 (θ)] . For analytic tractability, we impose uniform boundedness on the quadratic matrices U j 's.
Assumption 5. The sequence of matrices {U j } with tr(JU j ) = 0 are UB for j = 1, ..., q.
Assumption 3'. lim
is a finite nonsingular matrix for any ρ such that R(ρ) is nonsingular.
10 As a solution in a recent work, Kotchoni (2012) uses a bootstrap procedure to select the regularization parameter.
Under assumption 3', δ 0 is identified. Knowing δ 0 , ρ 0 can be identified based on the quadratic moment conditions.
Assumption 6.
lim n→∞ 1 n tr(U j M R −1 + U j M R −1 ) = 0 for some j, and
is linearly independent of
Assumptions 5 and 6 are sufficient for the identification condition for ρ 0 via the unique solution of E(g 2 (θ)|δ = δ 0 ) = 0 for a large enough sample size.
For any n × n matrix A = [a ij ], we denote vec D (A) = (a 11 , ..., a nn ) . Let µ 3 and µ 4 denote, respectively, the third and fourth moments of the error term
The optimal GMM objective function can be treated as a linear combination of the objective functions of the 2SLS and the optimal GMM based on momentsḡ 2 (θ) ( see Liu and Lee (2010) for the proof). Following the same arguments, the regularized GMM with an infinite number of instruments is the sum of the objective functions of the regularized 2SLS and the optimal GMM based on momentsḡ 2 (θ) which has a fixed dimension. The advantage of such a representation is that it uses the same regularization operators in both estimation procedures.
The regularized GMM estimator of θ is defined as:
Lemma 5 in appendix shows that
Assumption 7. lim n→∞ nV exists and is a nonsingular matrix.
Assumption 8. The true parameter θ 0 is in the interior of the compact parameter space Θ.
Proposition 3 Under Assumptions 1-2, 3', 4-8 , with σ 2 ε , µ 3 and µ 4 replaced by their consistent initial estimators then the feasible optimal regularized GMM estimators for T, LF and PC satisfŷ θ rgmm → θ 0 in probability as n and α √ n go to infinity.
Interestingly, the regularized GMM are consistent and converge with the same rate as the 2SLS.
The following proposition result gives the asymptotic distribution of the feasible regularized GMM estimators.
Proposition 4 Under Assumptions 1-2, 3', 4-8 , with σ 2 ε , µ 3 and µ 4 replaced by √ n-consistent initial estimators, the feasible optimal regularized GMM estimator for T, LF and PC satisfied
−1 as n and α 2 √ n go to infinity; with
The regularized GMM is well centred, under the assumption that α 2 √ n go to infinity. This results were expected given that the regularized 2SLS estimators do not suffer from many instruments asymptotic bias. The regularized GMM proposed in this paper have the advantage that they can be computed with the same regularization parameter as in the regularized 2SLS estimators.
Monte Carlo simulations
To investigate the finite sample performance of the regularized 2SLS and GMM estimators, we conduct a simulation study based on the following model. The sociomatrix W r is constructed as follows:
-Set the (i + 1)th, ..., (i + k ri )th elements of the i th row of W r to be ones and the rest of elements in that row to be zeros, if i + k ri ≤ m r ;
-Otherwise, the entries of ones will be wrapped around.
-In the case of k ri = 0, the i th row of W r will have all zeros. M is the row-normalized W .
X ∼ N (0, I), α 0r ∼ N (0, 0.01) ε r,i ∼ N (0, 1). The data are generated with β 10 = β 20 = 0.2
The estimation methods considered are:
• 2SLS with few instruments, the set of instrument is given by
• 2SLS with many instruments where the instrument set is Q 2 = [Q 1 , JW ι].
• the regularized 2SLS estimator T 2SLS (Tikhonov), LF 2SLS (Landweber Fridman), PC 2SLS
(Principal component) with many instrumentsQ 2 .Q 2 is a matrix of instruments with Q 2 's instruments normalized to unit variance.
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• Liu and Lee (2010) Bias-corrected 2SLS with many instruments
• Optimal GMM with g(θ) = [Q 1 , U 1 ε(θ), U 2 ε(θ)] ε(θ) for few moments, with U 1 = JM R −1 J − tr(JM R −1 J)I/tr(J) and
• Optimal GMM with g(θ) = [Q 2 , U 1 ε(θ), U 2 ε(θ)] ε(θ) for many moments, with U 1 = JM R −1 J− tr(JM R −1 J)I/tr(J) and
• Liu and Lee (2010) Bias-corrected GMM, Bias-corrected GMM with many instruments
• the regularized GMM estimators TGMM (Tikhonov), LFGMM (Landweber Fridman), PCGMM (Principal component) with many instrumentsQ 2 .
For all 2SLS estimator, a preliminary estimator of ρ is obtained by the method of moments,
Before presenting the simulations results, it important to note that the data generating process in this experiment exhibit a very low transitivity level. Moreover, the reduced form model is sparse (for example, when the maximum number of friend is 3, W q = 0 for q > 4). The instruments coming from the relative position in the network are independent of each other. This means that high dimensional reduction techniques should not going very effective in summarizing the information.
Mean, standard deviation (SD) and root mean square errors (RMSE) of the empirical distributions of the estimates are reported.
The simulation results are summarized as follows. 2. The additional instruments in Q 2 introduce biases into 2SLS estimators of λ 0 and β 20 and GMM estimators of λ 0 , β 20 and ρ 0 . The 2SLS and GMM (finite iv) have a mean value of estimators closer to the true value of the parameter than 2SLS and GMM (large iv).
3. The regularized 2SLS and GMM procedures substantially reduce the many instruments' bias for both the 2SLS and GMM estimators, specifically in large samples. The bias-correction estimators are similar to regularized estimators in term of bias correction for large sample with a relatively more dense network. But, in a small sample, the bias of the bias-corrected estimator is smaller than those of the regularized estimators. Relative to the 2SLS with many instruments, the regularized 2SLS estimators reduce the many instruments bias and have comparable standard deviations. Mean (SD) [RMSE] 4. The regularized GMM estimators reduce the bias in the estimation of ρ 0 relative to bias corrected GMM and GMM with a large number of instruments. However, the precision of the regularized GMM estimators of ρ is not as good as the bias correction. 
Conclusion
This paper uses the regularization methods for the estimation of network models. The regularization is proposed as a solution to the weak identification problem in network models. Identification of the network effect can be achieved by using individuals ' Bonacich (1987) centrality as an instrumental variables. But, the number such instruments increased with the number of groups; leading to the many instruments problem. Identification can also be achieved using the friend of a friend exogenous characteristics. However, if the network is very dense or the group size is very large, the identification is weaken. The proposed regularized 2SLS and GMM based on three regularization methods help to deal with many moments and weak identification problems. These estimators are consistent and asymptotically normal. The regularized 2SLS estimators achieve the asymptotic efficiency bound.
We derive an optimal data-driven selection method for the regularization parameter. A Monte Carlo experiment shows that the regularized estimator performed well. The regularized 2SLS and GMM procedures substantially reduce the many instruments bias for both the 2SLS and GMM estimators, specifically in a large sample. Moreover, the qualities in term of bias and precision of the regularized estimator improves with the increase of the network density and the number of groups. These results show that regularization is a valuable solution to the potential weak identification problem existing in network models estimation.
12 Note that, with some moment selection method applied to the same type of models, the problem of precision of the estimator is observed, for example, in Liu and Lee (2013) the decile range of the C2LS-op and 2SLS-op seems to be the largest.
A Appendix: Summary of notations
To avoid heavy notations let us use
is the trace of matrix A e j is the j th unit (column) vector
B Appendix: Some Lemmas
Lemma 1:
(ii) Suppose that {A} is a sequence of n × n UB matrices. For B = P A, tr(B) = o((
2 ), and
, where B ii 's are diagonal elements of B.
Proof of Lemma 1
(i) proof is in Carrasco (2012) Lemma 4 (i).
(ii) By eigenvalue decomposition, AA = Π∆Π , where Π is an orthonormal matrix and ∆ is the eigenvalue matrix. It follows that P AA P ≤ λ max P 2 with λ max the largest eigenvalue. It follows that tr(P AA P ) ≤ λ max tr(
. Also by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality tr(B) ≤ tr(BB ) =
Lemma 2: Let C and D be two UB n × n matrix sequences.
Lemma 3: Supposeρ is a consistent estimator of ρ 0 andR = R(ρ).
Proof of Lemma 3
I used the same argument as in the previous case under assumption 3,
Lemma 4: If Assumptions 1-4, are satisfied and α → 0 then:
Let e f = 1 n f (I −P )f , e 2f = 1 n f (I −P ) 2 f , ∆ f = tr(e f ) and ∆ 2f = tr(e 2f ) By Cauchy-Schwartz
) and by Lemma 2 (ii)
Lemma 5: If Assumptions 1-4, are satisfied.
Proof of Lemma 5
Note that V = [V ar(ḡ 2 (θ))]
It can be shown that
Then the second term is
With U j J replace by JU j J for all j. And the last term
C Appendix: Proofs of propositions
Proof of Proposition 1
The regularized 2SLS estimator satisfiesδ R2sls − δ 0 = (Z R PRZ)
by Lemma 3 and 4.
by lemma 3 and 4.
Thenδ R2sls − δ 0 = o p (1) as α √ n → ∞ and α → 0 This prove the consistency of the regularized 2SLS for SAR with many instruments.
Using Lemma 3 , 4 and Slutzky theorem
We therefore haveĥ
We have
By Lemma 5 (viii) of Carrasco (2012), we have
And, by Lemma 5 (iv) of Carrasco (2012) It can be noticed that r(α)/tr(S(α)) = o p (1), our argument are similar to those used in Carrasco (2012) . Which means that S(α) is the dominant part of the mean squared error of the estimation of the model using regularized 2SLS.
Proof of Proposition 3
First, we show that the minimizer of σ −2 (K 
as n and α √ n go to infinity.
Under assumption 3' lim The second part of the regularized GMM function minimized the optimal GMM function of the momentsḡ 2 (θ) = µ 3 σ 2 0 φ P α ε(θ) − g 2 (θ) using similar arguments, 1 n φ P α ε(θ) = 1 n φ P α v(θ) + 1 n φ P α h(θ)
as n and α √ n go to infinity. Hence, 1 n φ P α ε(θ) has a limit of zero at δ = δ 0 . Because the number of quadratic is fixed, by a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 4 of Liu and Lee (2010) 1 n g 2 (θ) − 1 n E[g 2 (θ)] = o p (1) uniformly in θ in any bounded set Θ. The consistency follows from the uniform convergence in probability and the identification uniqueness of the limiting function.
This prove that the of σ −2 (K It can be shown that − 1 n ∂ḡ 2 (θ 0 ) ∂θ
Using central limit theorem of Kelejian and Prucha (2001) as in Liu and Lee (2010) .
Moreover, by Lemma 5 1 √ n (0, f ε) and 1 √ nḡ 2 (θ 0 ) are asymptotically uncorrelated. The result follows by Slutzky theorem.
